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"In his motivational and easy-to-read style, Pat Williams once again articulates the
universal lessons to be learned from the world of sports. As an 'old QB,' I was reminded
of my won experiences and the valuable lessons on the 'fields of friendly strife.' Anyone
committed to being a part of a team or building a team must read The Magic of
Teamwork." Jack Kemp, Vice President Candidate 1996 and Former Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development.
A pioneering philanthropist and daughter of American royalty reveals what it was like to
grow up in one of the world’s most famous families. The great-granddaughter of John
D. Rockefeller, Eileen Rockefeller learned in childhood that while wealth and fame
could open any door, they could not buy a feeling of personal worth. The privileges of
having servants and lavish summer homes were offset by her parents’ thoughtful yet
firm lessons in social obligation, at times by her mother’s dark depressions and
mercurial moods, and the competition for attention among her siblings. In adulthood,
Rockefeller has yearned to be seen not as an icon but as a woman and mother with a
normal life, and like all of us, she had to learn to find her own way. Being a Rockefeller,
Becoming Myself is an affirmation of how family shapes our identity and the ways we
contribute to the larger family of life, regardless of our origins.
John Jacob Astor - Cornelius Vanderbilt - Andrew Carnegie - John D. Rockefeller Henry Ford - Joseph P. Kennedy - Even today, long after their deaths, the names of
these six men continue to be associated with wealth and power. When they were alive,
they dominated their worlds as few men had done before, and few have done since.
Now in paperback, this book contains the life stories of six of the richest men who ever
lived in America. Their lives offer us windows into ways of life that most of us can only
imagine - an opportunity to glimpse times when laws, attitudes, prejudices, and
opportunities were very different from today. Their achievements - financial, political,
and social - continue to affect us to this day, for good or ill. Additionally, their mistakes
still offer important lessons about the acquisition, use, and abuse of wealth and power.
And had they not lived, the history of America - and the world - might have been very
different indeed.
In the present book, How to Win Friends and Influence People, Dale Carnegie says,
“You can make someone want to do what you want them to do by seeing the situation
from the other person’s point of view and arousing in the other person an eager want.”
You learn how to make people like you, win people over to your way of thinking, and
change people without causing offense or arousing resentment. For instance, “let the
other person feel that the idea is his or hers” and “talk about your own mistakes before
criticizing the other person.” This book is all about building relationships. With good
relationships, personal and business successes are easy and swift to achieve. Twelve
Ways to Win People to Your Way of Thinking 1. The only way to get the best of an
argument is to avoid it. 2. Show respect for the other person's opinions. Never say
"You're wrong." 3. If you're wrong, admit it quickly and emphatically. 4. Begin in a
friendly way. 5. Start with questions to which the other person will answer yes. 6. Let
the other person do a great deal of the talking. 7. Let the other person feel the idea is
his or hers. 8. Try honestly to see things from the other person's point of view. 9. Be
sympathetic with the other person's ideas and desires. 10. Appeal to the nobler
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motives. 11. Dramatize your ideas. 12.Throw down a challenge.
1897/98 includes summaries for 1891 to 1897.

Discover the history and personal stories of 45 US Presidents in this beautifully
illustrated volume. From the first president, George Washington, to the forty-fifth,
Donald Trump, the United States has seen a host of extraordinary men take
office. Their stories are all included in this fourth edition of The Complete Book of
US Presidents by journalist and historian Bill Yenne. This book features short,
biographical essays about the lives of 45 presidents, jam-packed with unusual
details and commentary on the significant roles each commander-in-chief played
in the shaping of the United States and its relations with the world. Lavishly
illustrated, including each president's official White House portrait, sidebars about
each and every vice president and First Lady, and intriguing anecdotes, this book
is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover. The
Complete Book of US Presidents: Fourth Edition is an expansive collection that
reflects on America's rich presidential history, telling the story of a nation through
the biographies of some of its greatest political leaders.
Announcements for the following year included in some vols.
The works reproduced include examples from America's foremost realist
masters. Among them are portraits by John Singleton Copley and Charles
Willson Peale; landscapes by Thomas Cole, Frederic E.
Standing Room Only combines practical advice for creating a strategic marketing
program and maintaining a successful performing arts organization. This revised
edition lays out a framework to navigate the digital age, from online ticketing
options, to marketing options in social, and mobile media.
Inform your vote with the history and personal stories of 45 US Presidents in this
beautifully illustrated volume. From the first president, George Washington, to the
most recent president, Donald Trump, the United States has seen a host of
extraordinary men take office. Their stories are all included in The Complete
Book of US Presidents by journalist and historian Bill Yenne. This book features
short, biographical essays about the lives of 45 presidents, jam-packed with
unusual details and expounding on the significant roles each commander-in-chief
played in the shaping of the United States and its relations with the world.
Lavishly illustrated, including each president's official White House portrait,
sidebars about each and every vice president and First Lady, and interesting
anecdotes, this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any
history lover during election season. The Complete Book of US Presidents is an
expansive collection that reflects on America's rich presidential history, telling the
story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political leaders.
Containing more than 250 entries, this unique and ambitious work traces the
development of management thinking and major business culture in North America.
Entries range from 600 words to 2500 words and contain concise biographical detail, a
critical analysis of the thinkers' doctrines and ideas and a bibliography including the
subject's major works and a helpful listing of minor works.
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Writing a book is hard enough. Publishing it shouldn't be. "Get Published Today " is the
definitive guide to getting your book published. From New York publishing to eBooks to
self-publishing, this is the one comprehensive and insightful book that covers it all. Your
Step-by-Step Roadmap to Publishing Success Tired of all those rejection letters? Find
out how millions of authors like you are erasing old barriers to get their books
published. "Get Published Today " explores the entire publishing industry and shows
you the shortcuts and insider tips you need to successfully publish your book. We'll
Teach You: How New York publishing really works How to get published in ninety days
... or less How to jump on the eBook bandwagon Hundreds of publishing and marketing
resources Here's What's Inside: A step-by-step guide to getting published, packed with
strategies, tips, and the secrets you need to know How to sell your book in the foreign
market and make great money Savvy marketing tips and tricks to kick your marketing
plan into high gear About the Author Penny C. Sansevieri is an adjunct instructor at
NYU, teaching self-publishing. She is also CEO of Author Marketing Experts, Inc., the
leading marketing and publicity company for publishers and authors.
Born into one of the wealthiest families in America—he was the youngest son of
Standard Oil scion John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and the celebrated patron of modern art
Abby Aldrich Rockefeller—David Rockefeller has carried his birthright into a
distinguished life of his own. His dealings with world leaders from Zhou Enlai and
Mikhail Gorbachev to Anwar Sadat and Ariel Sharon, his service to every American
president since Eisenhower, his remarkable world travels and personal dedication to his
home city of New York—here, the ?rst time a Rockefeller has told his own story, is an
account of a truly rich life.
The Happiness Self-Help Classics Collection: 20 classic books on how to successfully
make money and influence relationships. This collection of titles encapsulates the
greatest writings of all time on how to grow in wealth and prosperity. The book will soon
become your own prosperity Bible, shaping your thoughts to change your life. As
James Allen famously wrote: “As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he." Featuring:
Napoleon Hill. Think And Grow Rich James Allen. As A Man Thinketh W. D. Wattles.
The Science Of Getting Rich Kahlil Gibran. The Prophet Sun Tzu. The Art of War Lao
Tzu Tao Te Ching Confucius. Analects Benjamin Franklin. The Way to Wealth Marcus
Aurelius Antoninus. The Meditations Of The Emperor Russell H. Conwell Every Man
His Own University Ralph Waldo Emerson. Self-reliance Florence Scovel Shinn. The
Game of Life and How To Play It Charles F. Haanel. The Master Key System Wallace
D. Wattles. How To Get What You Want Wallace D. Wattles. The Science Of Being
Well Wallace D. Wattles. The Science of Being Great Dale Carnagey. The Art of Public
Speaking Orison Swett Marden. An Iron Will Orison Swett Marden. He Can Who Thinks
He Can Russell H. Conwell. Acres of Diamonds
Do you have an upcoming presentation at your workplace or school? Do you have
stage fright and you are looking for some great tips and advices on public speaking?
This edition is your answer on honing your conversational skills, confidence and ability
to persuade people in everyday life. Millions of people have benefitted from these
greatest motivational works on public speaking and we have combined them into one
single edition for you. Now it's your turn to get inspired! Dale Carnegie was an
American writer and lecturer and the developer of famous courses in self-improvement,
salesmanship, corporate training, public speaking, and interpersonal skills. Henry
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Dickson was founder and principal of Dickson School of Memory. He was also the
instructor in public speaking at Chicago University of Notre Dame. Dr. Orison Swett
Marden was an American inspirational author who wrote about achieving success in life
and founded SUCCESS magazine in 1897. He is often considered as the father of the
modern-day inspirational talks and writings and his words make sense even to this day.
A social history of the creation of Rockefeller Center notes how its planning process
was compromised by the Depression, and cites the eccentric personalities that oversaw
its construction.
Man up and discover the practical and inspirational information all men should know!
While it’s definitely more than just monster trucks, grilling, and six-pack abs, true
manliness is hard to define. The words macho and manly are not synonymous. Taking
lessons from classic gentlemen such as Benjamin Franklin and Theodore Roosevelt,
authors Brett and Kate McKay have created a collection of the most useful advice every
man needs to know to live life to its full potential. This book contains a wealth of
information that ranges from survival skills to social skills to advice on how to improve
your character. Whether you are braving the wilds with your friends, courting your
girlfriend, or raising a family, inside you’ll find practical information and inspiration for
every area of life. You’ll learn the basics all modern men should know, including how
to: -Shave like your grandpa -Be a perfect houseguest -Fight like a gentleman using the
art of bartitsu -Help a friend with a problem -Give a man hug -Perform a fireman’s carry
-Ask for a woman’s hand in marriage -Raise resilient kids -Predict the weather like a
frontiersman -Start a fire without matches -Give a dynamic speech -Live a wellbalanced life So jump in today and gain the skills and knowledge you need to be a real
man in the 21st century.
In this hugely appealing book, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, acclaimed author and
journalist Daniel Okrent weaves together themes of money, politics, art, architecture,
business, and society to tell the story of the majestic suite of buildings that came to
dominate the heart of midtown Manhattan and with it, for a time, the heart of the world.
At the center of Okrent's riveting story are four remarkable individuals: tycoon John D.
Rockefeller, his ambitious son Nelson Rockefeller, real estate genius John R. Todd,
and visionary skyscraper architect Raymond Hood. In the tradition of David
McCullough's The Great Bridge, Ron Chernow's Titan, and Robert Caro's The Power
Broker, Great Fortune is a stunning tribute to an American landmark that captures the
heart and spirit of New York at its apotheosis.
This early work on public speaking is both expensive and hard to find in its first edition.
It contains a wealth of information on the voice, delivery, distinctness and much more.
This is a fascinating work and is thoroughly recommended for anyone interested in the
skills of public speaking. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to
the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce. We are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
Eanger Irving Couse (1866–1936) showed remarkable promise as a young art student.
His lifelong interest in Native American cultures also started at an early age, inspired by
encounters with Chippewa Indians living near his hometown, Saginaw, Michigan. After
studying in Europe, Couse began spending summers in New Mexico, where in 1915 he
helped found the famous Taos Society of Artists, serving as its first president and
playing a major role in its success. This richly illustrated volume, featuring full-color
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reproductions of his artwork, is the first scholarly exploration of Couse’s noteworthy life
and artistic achievements. Drawing on extensive research, Virginia Couse Leavitt gives
an intimate account of Couse’s experiences, including his early struggles as an art
student in the United States and abroad, his study of Native Americans, his winter
home and studio in New York City, and his life in New Mexico after he relocated to
Taos. In examining Couse’s role as one of the original six founders of the Taos Society
of Artists, the author provides new information about the art colony’s early meetings,
original members, and first exhibitions. As a scholar of art history, Leavitt has spent
decades researching her subject, who also happens to be her grandfather. Her unique
access to the Couse family archives has allowed her to mine correspondence,
photographs, sketchbooks, and memorabilia, all of which add fresh insight into the
American art scene in the early 1900s. Of particular interest is the correspondence of
Couse’s wife, Virginia Walker, an art student in Paris when the couple first met. Her
letters home to her family in Washington State offer a vivid picture of her husband’s
student life in Paris, where Couse studied under the famous painter William
Bouguereau at the Académie Julian. Whereas many artists of the early twentieth
century pursued a radically modern style, Couse held true to his formal academic
training throughout his career. He gained renown for his paintings of southwestern
landscapes and his respectful portraits of Native peoples. Through his depictions of the
domestic and spiritual lives of Pueblo Indians, Couse helped mitigate the prejudices
toward Native Americans that persisted during this era.
Table of contents
Art/Museums takes the study of international relations to the art museum. It seeks to
persuade those who study international relations to take art/museums seriously and
museum studies to take up the insights of international relations. And it does so at a
time when both international relations and art are said to be at an end-that is, out of
control and beyond sight of their usual constituencies. The book focuses on the British
Museum, the National Gallery of London, the Museum of Iraq, the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, the Getty museums, the Guggenheim museums, and "museum"
spaces instantly created by the attacks on the World Trade Center in 2001. The art
includes works over which museums might struggle, acquire through questionable
means, hoard and possibly lose, such as the Parthenon sculptures, Raphael's
Madonna of the Pinks, the ancient art of Babylon, modern art, and the art/museum itself
in an era of rapid museum expansion. Bringing art, museums, and international
relations together draws on the art technique of collage, which combines disparate
objects, themes, and time periods in one work to juxtapose unexpected elements,
leaving the viewer to relate objects that are not where they are expected to be.
"Makes a reader feel like a time traveler plopped down among men who were by turns
vicious and visionary."—The Christian Science Monitor The modern American economy
was the creation of four men: Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, Jay Gould, and J.
P. Morgan. They were the giants of the Gilded Age, a moment of riotous growth that
established America as the richest, most inventive, and most productive country on the
planet. Acclaimed author Charles R. Morris vividly brings the men and their times to life.
The ruthlessly competitive Carnegie, the imperial Rockefeller, and the provocateur
Gould were obsessed with progress, experiment, and speed. They were balanced by
Morgan, the gentleman businessman, who fought, instead, for a global trust in
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American business. Through their antagonism and their verve, they built an industrial
behemoth—and a country of middle-class consumers. The Tycoons tells the incredible
story of how these four determined men wrenched the economy into the modern age,
inventing a nation of full economic participation that could not have been imagined only
a few decades earlier.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE BOSTON GLOBE,
BOOKLIST, AND KIRKUS REVIEWS • From acclaimed historian Richard Norton Smith
comes the definitive life of an American icon: Nelson Rockefeller—one of the most
complex and compelling figures of the twentieth century. Fourteen years in the making,
this magisterial biography of the original Rockefeller Republican draws on thousands of
newly available documents and over two hundred interviews, including Rockefeller’s
own unpublished reminiscences. Grandson of oil magnate John D. Rockefeller, Nelson
coveted the White House from childhood. “When you think of what I had,” he once
remarked, “what else was there to aspire to?” Before he was thirty he had helped his
father develop Rockefeller Center and his mother establish the Museum of Modern Art.
At thirty-two he was Franklin Roosevelt’s wartime coordinator for Latin America. As
New York’s four-term governor he set national standards in education, the
environment, and urban policy. The charismatic face of liberal Republicanism,
Rockefeller championed civil rights and health insurance for all. Three times he sought
the presidency—arguably in the wrong party. At the Republican National Convention in
San Francisco in 1964, locked in an epic battle with Barry Goldwater, Rockefeller
denounced extremist elements in the GOP, a moment that changed the party forever.
But he could not wrest the nomination from the Arizona conservative, or from Richard
Nixon four years later. In the end, he had to settle for two dispiriting years as vice
president under Gerald Ford. In On His Own Terms, Richard Norton Smith re-creates
Rockefeller’s improbable rise to the governor’s mansion, his politically disastrous
divorce and remarriage, and his often surprising relationships with presidents and
political leaders from FDR to Henry Kissinger. A frustrated architect turned master
builder, an avid collector of art and an unabashed ladies’ man, “Rocky” promoted
fallout shelters and affordable housing with equal enthusiasm. From the deadly 1971
prison uprising at Attica and unceasing battles with New York City mayor John Lindsay
to his son’s unsolved disappearance (and the grisly theories it spawned), the punitive
drug laws that bear his name, and the much-gossiped-about circumstances of his
death, Nelson Rockefeller’s was a life of astonishing color, range, and relevance. On
His Own Terms, a masterpiece of the biographer’s art, vividly captures the soaring
optimism, polarizing politics, and inner turmoil of this American Original. Praise for On
His Own Terms “[An] enthralling biography . . . Richard Norton Smith has written what
will probably stand as a definitive Life. . . . On His Own Terms succeeds as an
absorbing, deeply informative portrait of an important, complicated, semi-heroic figure
who, in his approach to the limits of government and to government’s relation to the
governed, belonged in every sense to another century.”—The New Yorker “[A] splendid
biography . . . a clear-eyed, exhaustively researched account of a significant and
fascinating American life.”—The Wall Street Journal “A compelling read . . . What
makes the book fascinating for a contemporary professional is not so much any one
thing that Rockefeller achieved, but the portrait of the world he inhabited not so very
long ago.”—The New York Times “[On His Own Terms] has perception and scholarly
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authority and is immensely readable.”—The Economist
Worthwhile Places is a fascinating inside look at the history of some of our most
treasured national parks. The book illuminates a remarkable public-private partnership
that helped to shape our national park system. The close association and warm and
lasting friendship between John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and Horace M. Albright is
documented through 211 letters covering a 36-year period. The letters portray a
common concern for and love of our nation's natural heritage and efforts which
preserved countless scenic wonders for future generations. Horace Albright joined the
National Park Service at its inception in 1916. He was superintendent of Yellowstone
National Park and later director of the National Park Service. After he left government
service, he remained active in the conservation movement until his death in 1987. John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., a generous supporter of the national park system and other
conservation and preservation activities, was one of the earliest proponents of private
sector cooperation with the national government's preservation efforts. The letters
provide insights into the plannings and problem solving which led to the creation of
Acadia, Grand Teton, Grand Smoky Mountains, and Virgin Islands national parks as
well as other conservation/preservation efforts for the California Big Trees, Florida's
Bald Cypress Swamp, and Colonial Williamsburg. Dr. Joseph Ernst's Overview and
Epilogue place the letters in their historical perspective and provide glimpses into the
lives of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and Horace M. Albright. This selection of letters
highlights the sweep of their vision for America's outdoors, which literally stretched from
coast to coast.
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